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Dear Praying Friends,

For years I have been puzzled by a lighthouse that stands far from the shore in the middle of a major 
part of Tallinn.  Recently I noticed that it is a working lighthouse, flashing its light diligently through 
the dark, autumn evenings.  I suddenly realized that it is actually fulfilling its intended purpose 
of marking out the land to distant ships.  We are just like that lighthouse in many ways.  Though 
sometimes we wonder if anyone is paying attention, God has put us in exactly the right place to get the 
Gospel out!

New meeting place:  We have been in our new meeting place for two months now, and it is working 
out well.  As the only renters, we are able to make some investments in our rented space.  The landlord 
agreed to paint the walls white to brighten up the rooms and so that we can project our slides onto 
the wall.  He also agreed to mount our projector onto the ceiling.  Using our own funds, we hired 
a company to put our church logo, Open Bible, onto the side of the office building.  Now all traffic 
heading south on Estonia’s busiest highway can see our big and bold lighted logo! Though we are not 
so well positioned to be seen by our local town of Peetri itself, we are in a good position to be seen by 
thousands more people, who commute to work every day.  

Along with our new meeting place and large sign, we are mailing invitations to every address in the 
area.  We will try to arrange it with the post office so that we will hand deliver to the addresses closest 
to our location.  That way we will have opportunities to interact with the local people.  Pray with us 
that these invitations will get into the hands of people who are looking for a good church!

Halloween Tracts: Finally acting on an idea that I have had for years now, we wrote, designed, 
and printed our own Halloween-themed Gospel tract!  Halloween is still new here but becomes more 
popular every year.  It seems that word has gotten out among the children that there is candy involved!  
Of course, we don’t endorse Halloween, being about as pagan a holiday as you can get, but we were 
able to hand out about 50 tracts to children dressed in costumes who came to our door.  Our prayer is 
that perhaps some child that night read the Gospel for the first time.

Youth restart: Having lost most of our youth during the pandemic restrictions and simply because 
the “cool people” are no longer going, we are re-energizing our youth program.  Our new meeting room 
now doubles as a place to host our youth meetings complete with foosball, ping-pong and whatever 
crazy games we can think of!  We had four teens come this month.  Our hope is to rebuild with this new 
core.  The difficult part is that our only “church teens” are our own RoseLynn and Ryland.  Pray with us 
that we can reach as many as possible, since teen depression and emptiness is evident in our area.

Please pray that like the seemingly out-of-place lighthouse, we would be able to broadcast the light of 
the Gospel to the surrounding areas.  Pray that people looking for a church like ours would find us and 
that young people would find real meaning in life through the Light of the world.

Yours for Estonia,

Rob & Angela Willoughby
RoseLynn, Ryland, Abigail, and Andrew


